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a b s t r a c t

Dental radiology uses X-ray technology to diagnose and design treatment of various clinical problems
related to the oral cavity and surrounding tissues. As technology quickly evolves, there are numerous
X-ray modalities using different tools in the attempt to best image and treat efficiently these diseases,
disorders or other related clinical conditions. The reported numbers of dental X-rays, the fact that these
may be under-reported in many countries and because dental X-rays are performed more on younger
individuals, whose teeth and dentition are still developing, calls for increased need on radiation protec-
tion. The objectives of this paper are to report on the latest technology updates and related radiation pro-
tection issues, to present future directions and define gaps. Most of existing radiation protection national
and international guidelines are more than a decade old. Update is needed to account for newer technolo-
gies such as cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) and digital imaging. Diagnostic Reference Levels
(DRLs), a well established method for dose optimization, are not yet defined for CBCT and have to be
set for various clinical indications. As far as shielding is concerned, recent data confirm that use of lead
apron, even in pregnant patients, or gonadal shielding are not recommended, due to negligible radiation
dose reduction. Thyroid lead shielding should be used in case the organ is in or close to the primary beam.
Specifically for CBCT, leaded glasses, thyroid collars and collimation (smaller field of view (FOV) espe-
cially for paediatric patients) minimize the dose to organs outside the FOV.

� 2017 Associazione Italiana di Fisica Medica. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Radiation protection is a fundamental issue addressed numer-
ous times in many organization standards, codes of practice and/
or safety guides, the most recent of which being the European [1]
and the International Basic Safety Standards [2]. Both of these doc-
uments are based on the most recent scientific evidence on the
effects of ionizing radiation in the attempt to protect workers,
members of the public and patients against the dangers arising
from ionizing radiation. Dental radiology uses X-ray technology
to address various clinical problems that cannot be treated effi-
ciently, by conventional dental examination, solely. Currently, den-
tists, dental surgeons and other medical professionals have a
variety of X-ray systems that they can use, depending on the clin-
ical problem, starting from the most straightforward such as the
periapical or bitewing radiography, to panoramic, cephalometric
or cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) [3,4]. These technolo-
gies can be also combined for the best treatment of the patient.

According to the latest United Nations Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) 2008 Report, the annual

frequency of dental diagnostic examinations has remained fairly
constant for health-care level I countries (275 dental examinations
per 1000 population), whereas there has been a substantial
increase in healthcare level II countries, from the corresponding
UNSCEAR survey in 1980–1984 (0.8 per 1000 population in
1980–1984 to 16 per 1000 population in the latest survey), reach-
ing a global value of 74 dental examinations per 1000 population
[5]. The UNSCEAR 2008 Report also states that 480million diagnos-
tic dental examinations are performed worldwide annually, almost
all of them undertaken in level I countries. Despite the fact that the
annual per caput or collective effective dose contribution is very
small (much less than 1%), the enormous numbers of dental X-
rays and the fact that these may be under-reported in many coun-
tries calls for increased need for radiation protection. As there is a
survey to compile updated data from medical exposures currently
undergoing by UNSCEAR, it would be interesting to see the results
in the near future [6]. Another important issue is that dental X-ray
examinations tend to be performed more on younger individuals,
whose teeth and dentition are still developing [5,7].

Due to all these reasons, a number of national organizations
have produced guidelines of the safe use of X-ray radiation in
dental radiology [8–12]. The most recent European report related
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to the subject is the document entitled ‘‘European guidelines on
radiation protection in dental radiology”, that is practically a guide
to radiation protection for professional groups of dentists and staff
[11]. The document takes into account all relevant knowledge and
available technology and gives guidance on the application of radi-
ation protection principles in dental radiology to patients, staff and
public. Although providing clear and comprehensive information it
is more than a decade old and relates to older European directives
[13,14].

The objective of the paper is to present an overview of the radi-
ation protection in dental radiology, specially focusing on the new
X-ray technology and techniques introduced the recent years. Part
of this work was presented at the International Conference on
Medical Physics held in Bangkok, Thailand in December 2016.

2. X-ray technology and radiation dose in dental radiology

There are many types of X-ray machines using either two-
dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) technology used in
dental radiology which are briefly described below.

2.1. Intraoral radiography

This is the most common type of 2D radiography during which
an image receptor such as direct exposure film (without the use of
any intensifying screen), photostimulable phosphor (PSP), charge-
coupled device (CCD), or complementary metal oxide semiconduc-
tor (CMOS) is placed in the patient mouth. Depending on the
region of the mouth to be investigated it can be 1) bitewing radio-
graphy, imaging the crown of a tooth and the adjacent alveolar
crests, 2) periapical radiography, imaging all the tooth and sur-
rounding bone, or 3) occlusal radiography, which images a larger
area of the mouth. The same X-ray machine is used which can be
either mounted on the wall or is portable [4].

2.2. Panoramic radiography

The panoramic X-ray machine utilizes an X-ray tube and an
image receptor which rotate around the patient imaging the mand-
ible and maxilla as well as the supporting structures. The 2D X-ray
image is produced using an image receptor which can be either a
film with an intensifying screen, a PSP, a CCD or a direct conversion
sensor providing a curved-plane tomogram of the teeth and jaws.
Panoramic radiography has a lower spatial resolution than intrao-
ral radiography. It is usually applied in cases of treatment planning
or for postoperative control [4].

2.3. Cephalometric radiography

Usually a cephalometric unit is incorporated in a panoramic
machine and uses a head positioning device to produce a 2D
extra-oral radiograph with a special head handling device. The
image receptor is most often the same as the one used for panora-
mic radiography. Cephalometric radiography is applied to evaluate
the head and neck as well as the whole facial symmetry and also in
orthodontic diagnosis and treatment planning [4].

2.4. Cone-beam CT (CBCT)

Due to the fact that the maxillofacial region includes fairly com-
plex 3D anatomy, often traditional imaging fails to address the
patient clinical problem. The evolution of the X-ray technology
has succeeded in introducing new imaging methods that can help
overcome these problems. One example is dental CBCT that uses a
cone- or pyramid-shaped X-ray beam directed on the pursued

maxillofacial field-of-view (FOV). The image receptor in this X-
ray system is either a flat panel detector (FPD) or a CMOS detector.
The machine is similar to a panoramic unit that, apart from the dig-
ital detector, has sophisticated software to produce 3D images. The
patient is standing or seating in most cases. The C-arm of the X-ray
unit rotates around the patient, taking multiple aquisitions (start-
ing from 200 reaching up to 600 images depending on the acquisi-
tion time and the extent of the revolution pathway), that are used
to produce the 3D images. The particular technology, developed
the last 15 years has revolutioned the practice of dentistry
[3,15,16] at the expense though of higher radiation dose.

2.5. Multi-detector CT (MDCT)

This imaging procedure involves a conventional MDCT scanner
that has special dental software to image the whole mouth area
and surrounding tissues. The patient is not standing as in CBCT
but he is lying on the CT bed exactly as if he would do for a CT scan.
Modern MDCTs use a widened fan-shaped beam and a 2D detector
that produces submillimeter images (as small as 0.5 mm) with
sub-second rotation times. This technique gives in general higher
doses than dental CBCT although there are studies in the recent lit-
erature that investigate various technical protocols and MDCT
scanners technologies that could provide acceptable image quality
at low radiation dose [17–19].

3. Patient dose assessment

Radiation dose measurement is a very important tool for opti-
mization. There are various dose quantities that can be used to
measure patient radiation dose, depending on the X-ray system.
They are described in detail elsewhere [20] and outlined briefly
in this section: 1) Incident Air Kerma (IAK) measured in Gray
(Gy), 2) Entrance surface Air Kerma (ESAK) measured in Gy, 3)
Air Kerma–Area product (KAP) measured in Gym2, 4) Air Kerma–
length product (KLP) or Dose–Width product (DWP) measured in
Gym, 5) CT Air Kerma index (CTDIair) measured in Gy and 6)
Weighted CTDI (CTDIw) measured in Gy. In some older X-ray
machines instead of KAP we find the dose quantity called Dose
Area Product (DAP). KAP is similar to DAP in diagnostic radiology.
Table 1 shows main technical and dose parameters of all systems
[20].

Another important dose quantity is Effective dose (E). It is used
to assess the radiation risk from ionizing radiation. E is the
weighted sum of each tissue equivalent dose (DE) multiplied by
the corresponding tissue weighting factor for tissue T (wT). The
unit of E is the Sv and can be used to compare modalities and tech-
niques. The organs and/or tissues considered are those that are
sensitive to the induction of stochastic effects including cancer
and heritable effects. The wT values were defined in International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 60 in
1990 [21] and were revised in 2007 in ICRP Publication 103 [22].
As recently reported [23], E will rise by approximately 32–422%
in dental radiology due to the inclusion of salivary gland, oral
mucosa, muscle, lymphatic nodes and extra thoracic airway in
the list of radiosensitive tissues in the ICRP 103 publication [22].
There are a number of studies that have measured doses of radia-
tion for dental radiography, but only a few have estimated effective
dose [11,24]. There are still a number of radiographic techniques
for which no published data are available and some for which very
different results have been reported [11]. Organ and effective doses
in dental radiology are estimated using Monte Carlo computational
methods such as the personal computer-based Monte Carlo
(PCXMC) software [25] and the International Commission on Radi-
ological Protection voxel adult male and female reference phan-
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